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Introduction
If you respect women this is not the site most likely to please you. Heck, if you dislike women only a
little this site will still be too disturbing for you. This is a great place to visit right after your girlfriend
dumps you or right after your wife's divorce lawyer smiles at you!

Adult Review
Degradation is a dish best served cold and Facial Abuse is a site so chilling that it will have your cock shivering right down to
its bone! This site is the pinnacle of perversion when it comes to treating women like garbage.<br />  <br />  Within the very
first few minutes of watching their videos you will either be in a cold sweat trying to figure out how to make yourself forget
what you just saw or you will be making extra room on your hard-drive to be sure you can download every last moment of
their content!<br />  <br />  Plungers, gagging, fish-hooking, forceful penetrations and every bit of psychodrama that you
could ever ask to see. If you have ever had a dirty thought that you won�t even admit to thinking about then you might want
to sign up because there is a really good possibility that Facial Abuse has that exact act of deviance filmed and waiting there
for you to enjoy.<br />  <br />  The site offers lengthy video clips and large high-res picture sets for you to examine in
broadband. If you are on dialup you might find the shorter 56K clips more suitable to your needs. In either case the action is
like nothing you have ever seen before... except for that one time with that girl you used to know who won�t return your
phone calls anymore!<br />  <br />  The quality of the clips is excellent and the price includes all of the other sites listed to
the right side of this review. As an added bonus they include some bonus streams as well!<br />  <br />  There is no trial offer
but the site has 100+ exclusive scenes (most more than 30 minutes in length each) already loaded onto it and it updates often.
Between the content on this site and the included sites you will have plenty to watch for the full month of your membership...
unless you start feeling guilty and decide to go see a therapist instead.

Porn Summary
In all seriousness, if you don't want to watch women cry while they have sex you can find a lot of other sites more suitable to
your desires. On the other hand, if treating women like chattel is what gets you off then Facial Abuse is the jackpot of
pop-shots you have been searching for.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Hardcore, Extreme... a new word is needed to express how twisted this site is!'
Quality: 96  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 94 Interface: 83
Support: 91 Unique: 97    Taste: 93        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
Sperm Suckers (88) ,Ebony Cum Dumps (87) ,Ghetto Gaggers (86) ,LatinaAbuse (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, HD, Oral, PornStars, Spitting, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 114
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